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Young children like to take their blanket with them

wherever they go. The blanket means comfort.

It means warmth and shelter. This is the reason

why people made quilts for the children in this book.
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English Text by Joy Cowley



Haemin came to the Children’s Home*

just six months after she was born.

* Children’s Home is a house where children 
who don’t have guardians, are raised.



The size of each quilt piece is 

width 15cm and height 15cm

but you should add an extra 1.5cm

to the width and height

to allow for the sewing.

Haemin was a child

who cried a lot.

Width 16.5cm
Height 16.5cm

Extra space 
for sewing 1.5cm



Haemin was weak 

and had a small appetite.

Each piece represents what you are.

You can make pictures or words.

You can make patterns, if you wish,

to write your name on it.



Any cloth, old or new, is okay.

Blankets, clothes, scarves,

knitted shirts and sweaters,

any cloth that is clean and washable.

The director had to carry Haemin

because the little girl cried all day,

calling out for her mother.



You can make the pieces alone

or you can make them

with friends and family.

It is good to work together

while drinking tea and talking. Other children called the director mom.

but Haemin just called her “Director.”

She believed her mom would come

and take her home one day.



Like most children in the Home,

Haemin had never had her own things.

She was taught that everything,

toys, books and clothes, had to be shared.

Gathered pieces are sent to volunteers

who put them together in quilts.

Of course, you can make a quilt

by yourselves.

Gathered pieces



Even the blanket for sleeping did not belong to Haemin.
Now you are ready to make the quilt.



One day, some strangers came,

carrying big packs into the yard

of the Children’s Home.

You can sew pieces together like this,

5 pieces wide and 10 pieces high.

When you have sewn 50 pieces together,

the front of the quilt is finished.



Inside the big packs

were lots of colorful quilts.

These were the right size 

for sleeping blankets,

not too big and not too small.

The strangers said these 

had made for each child.

Plain cloth will make a

backing for the quilt.

Use this plain cloth also,

for the edge.

Put it on the outside of

the 50 pieces

that you have sewed

together.

The right side of the
front of the quilt

The right side of the
back of the quilt

The back side of the
back of the quilt

The back side of the
front of the quilt

Making
the edge



Seventy children in the Children’s Home

stood in line and came up one by one,

to choose the quilt that they liked.

All the children were very happy. 

Next, stuff the cotton inside the quilt.

Fix the front and back of the quilt

by pinning them together,

then sew it.

The back side of the
back of the quilt

The back side of the
front of the quilt

Cotton

Check
pins

Leave a 40-50cm hole
for turning the quilt
back the right way.

Cut along the
edge of cloth
and cotton.



When the children chose their quilts,

they wrapped themselves in them,

and lay on the floor.

One quilt caught Haemin’s attention.

Reverse the quilt through the hole.

You will sew that hole up as well.

The 40-50cm hole
for turning the quilt.



Now it was Haemin’s turn.

Fortunately, the quilt she liked

was still in the pile.

Now, do an ornamental stitch

3cm inside the edge of the quilt.

Also stitch diagonally across the quilt

so the cotton and the quilt are not separated.

At last, the quilt is done.

Start from front to the back.
Be careful not to separate
the cotton from the quilt.



Haemin chose the yellow and blue quilt.

A Teacher sewed Haemin’s name

on the bottom of the quilt.



Now Haemin has her own quilt.

She has stopped crying.

She is smiling.



South Korea consists of the southern Korean

Peninsula and the islands of eastern Asia.

Korea originated from the Gojoseon kingdom

in BCE 2333 and has a long history. The

national flag of Korea is Taegeukgi, the

Korean anthem is Aegukga and the flower of

Korea is the Rose of Sharon.

White Clad People Koreans were called

white-clad people because their ancestors

liked to wear white cloths. It is suggested that

Koreans wore white clothes because they

placed high value on white light from primitive

faith in heliolatry. Also, during the period

when Japan colonized Korea, the Japanese

who ruled wore colorful dyed clothes, and

Koreans wore white clothes as contrast and a

symbol of resistance.

Korean Economy The Korean economy has entered developed country status by achieving

rapid growth. In the late 20th century, Korea dealt with an economic crisis. With foreign

exchange reserves decreasing, the IMF stepped in, but Korea

recovered with a nation-wide campaign.

Traditional Culture – weaving by hand In the old days,

women made clothes by weaving at home. They used silk from

silkworms, cotton, hemp and ramie on their looms to weave

cloth called gilsam. Gilsam was the main source of income

along with the produce from the men’s work in the fields.

Although weaving gilsam was hard and labour-intensive,

women cheerfully worked together in what was called gilsam

dure. 

Haemin’s Homeland:SOUTH KOREA

  

I’m Haemin and I live in a Children’s Home in Korea.

I have lived here since I was a small baby.

The director tells me I used to cry all the time

and refuse to eat, because I wanted my mother.

Thanks for the quilt that some people made and sent me.

It is my own quilt with my name sewn on it.

It was the first time I had something of my own.

When I sleep with it, I am really comfortable.

I want to thank the people who made quilts for us.

When I grow up, I want to make presents for people.

I want to make Love Blankets for kids like me

who are sad after losing their mothers.

Sincerely, 

Haemin

The Story of Love’s Blanket

What is the value of sharing?

What is an example of the practice of sharing?

What effect does sharing have on society and

the individual?

Let's Think

Area: 99,538 km
2

Capital: Seoul

Major Language: Korean

▼ A woman weaving gilsam
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East Sea 

Pacifiz Ocean  

West Sea  
China Japan

South Korea



What is a quilt?

A quilt is a sleep blanket usually made from two layers

of cloth with cotton wadding in between. The top of

the quilt is often made of colorful patchwork, pieces

of fabric sewn together in a geometric design.

Although it is now known where quilting originated, it

can be found around the world and was in ancient

Egypt and Tibet. Now the place where quilting is most

popular is America where it started with early

migrants piecing together scraps of cloth with cotton

stuffed in it to keep out the severe cold. Now quilting

is used for making various household objects, including cushions and covers for furniture.

The World of quilting

Making a quilt takes a lot of time and effort because it is made by hand, one stitch at a time.

But quilt making gives big meaning because it has unique design. In our modern society, mass

production is everywhere. The quilt is not only one of a kind, but it is a personal gift of time

and labor. The work of making a quilt can be compared to a human life, small moments gathered

together to make a meaningful pattern.

Patches of Love, a Non-profit
Organization 

‘Patches of Love’ is the organization that Korean-American

Julie Lee of Boston in USA created. Julie Lee, a medical

school student, practiced love by making quilts and

giving them to orphanages around the world. Like the

work of a quilt in which little pieces are patched into

one finished quilt, Patches of Love connects a little love

with a big love. She founded this organization with 20

of her Asian friends who had the same motivation.

Now it has over 100 members.

▲ Household items made by quilting

▲ People giving love’s blankets

The Practice and Virtue of Sharing

The ancestors were right when they said that sharing food

with people was a virtue that made the food tastier. These

days we tend to be increasingly selfish and indifferent to

the needs of others, sometimes too busy satisfying our

own lives, to think of helping other people. Sharing and

helping come from a warm heart, and this practice of love

from a warm heart, makes us realize that the pleasure of

giving is much greater than taking.

Social Welfare

Social welfare is the social policy by which the government helps to ensure education, jobs

and medical care, so that all people can live comfortable and stable lives. Social welfare in

Korea started with building facilities such as orphanages, around 1885. Now it is working on

relief for the poor and its projects for many people in need, including children, old people and

the handicapped.

Let's Talk

What is a sharing that I can practice?

1. Find welfare facilities and public institutions that are

short of hands and offer your help.

2. Join in a fundraising campaign for the poor.

3. Visit a senior citizen’s centre of a nursing home.

4. Help the handicapped while crossing a street.

5. Write sincere letters to children in children’s homes.

▲ People volunteering to plant rice
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